CONCISE PROBLEM DETAILS UPDATE

CORE INTERIM

2022-05-25
CONCLUDED [11 MAY 2022, 24 MAY 2022]

REVIEWS ("PAUCA SED MATURA")

* Marco
* Christian
* Roberto Polli
* Ari

> RFCDIFF
TAG 38 "FIXUP" DISCUSSION

{cbor,core}@ietf

OLD:
#6.38([tag38-ltag, text])

NEW:
#6.38([tag38-ltag, text, ?tag38-direction])

(POSITIVE) COMMENTS FROM MCR & CHRISTIAN
SHEPHERDING (JAIME)

[X] WRITE-UP KICKED OFF
[X] IANA PROCESSING KICKED OFF
CORE MILESTONES UPDATED

> **JUN 2022:** CONCISE PROBLEM DETAILS FOR COAP APIs SUBMITTED TO IESG FOR PS
NEXT STEPS

SUBMIT -04

AD REVIEW

GIVEN THE JUNE TIMELINE: SHOULD WE REQUEST AREA REVIEWS IN PARALLEL?